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CI·-lAPTER I
I NTF~~ODUCT I ON
Chinese Christians were shut off from the Church outside
China for over 80 years.

Ignorance of what was happening to

believers inside China meant that Christians in other
countries could neither share in the suffering of their
brothers and sisters nor learn from their experiences.

Now

that the door has been opened for limited communication,
members of the global church are asking what the background
is and what is going on in the Chinese Church in order to
develop a meaningful fellowship with Chinese Christians.
This thesis will not only answer these kinds of questions,
but further discussion will be given on such topics as what
is happening to the Church in China, how Christians outside
of China can help, and what the strategy should be for
reaching China with the Gospel.
There is excitement in evangelical circles relating to
the rapid developments in China.
·for-mu la.t('?d i.·iI the

II

Plans are being prayerfully

board l-ooms II of some mi ss ion

SCIC

i l?2t i. f?S.

Others, seeing the enormous promotional value of a China-

mainland Chinese and a Christian of the house church, the
1

writer would like to contribute his knowledge about the
Church in China and what he considers to be workable
strategies for a Chinese ministry.
Christians outside of China have heard about Christians
in China and have been praying for them for years.

Now that

the door is open, Ch0istians are eager to help the Chinese.
But an action without caution might bring trouble to Chinese
Christians in these uncertain days of continued control and
change of religious practices.

To be a Christian in China

today is a very serious thing, a matter affecting all of
life.

Chinese Christians for the sake of their faith and

love of Jesus Christ have gone through problems that can
hardly be imagined.

Also, the actions of American and other

foreign Christians toward the Chinese Church will reflect on
the whole Christian scene in the eyes of the government.
Therefore,

it is necessary to understand the Church in China

and its strategies for Chinese
The Church outside of China is generally quite different
from the Church inside of China.
between the two.

A great gap has developed

The Church in China has been forced to

develop along specific lines which in most instances are
quite different from that which is seen in the Church outside
of China.

Therefore, in order to help the Church in China,

emphasis should be placed on understanding the Chinese mind
under the influence of Communism since 1949 as well as the
Chinese Church in its present situation, culture, and
opportunity.

These are the keys which will help open the

3

door to an effective Chinese ministry.
Christians should also be aware of the potential for
dlsaster.

Some of the information coming into America

concerning the programs that are currently being rushed for
the evangelization of China are formulas for disaster.

The

writer can see the mistakes of the past, all without
exception, being repeated in some of these plans.

They

brought disaster in the past and will probably lead to the
same end again.

There are two factors in this disaster.

One

is the strong anti-Communist bias of many evangelical
Christians who seem to be burdened for the eternal souls of
the Chinese people.

The second relates to promotional

mistakes which are desired for their promotional impact
rather than for their true value to help the Chinese people.
Christians must carefully weigh every move they make now
and in the future.

The actions and reactions made today will

playa significant role in China's future.

At present, the

future of Chinese evangelism is a blank slate.

Christians

should not be guilty of staining that slate because of
carelessness or a lack of prayerful planning.
God's strategies are the solution for avoiding disaster.
Christians have a tremendous advantage in considering
strategies.

Because they have the Word of God, the only

source of values and absolutes,
develop strategies.

they can appropriately

God has ordained the means as well as

those who will be saved.

Christians can rest in the

confidence that God's plans will be done.

STRATEGIC PAST AND PRESENT:
The coming to power of the Chinese Communist Party in 1949
was the greatest revolution in world history.

The events of the

revolution are not well known in the West, and even less understocld

II

A controlled press, the lack of outside observers, the

emotional bias of all the participants made objective reporting
almost impossible.
In the view of Mao Zedong,
a revolution is not a dinner party, or painting a
picture, or doing embroidery; it cannot be so refined,
so leisurely and gently, so temperate, kind, courteous,
restrained and magnanimous.
A revolution is an insurrection, an act of violence by which one class overthrows
a."ned; h e1-'

(1.).

The leading political force in China, as stipulated by the
1978 constitution,

is the Chinese Communist Party (CCP).

[lvl:.~r

policy decisions in China -- political, economic, and social
-- are made by this party and its leadership.

Chin.3.'s ·:;:,tclte

government functions mainly to coordinate the national
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economy and preside over foreign affairs.

In this sen-5e,
Mao Zedong, chairman

of the Party from 1935 until his death in 1976, was, bv
I

virtue of that position, the pre-eminent leader of the
People's Republic of China (PRC).

(See Appendix B for the

history of The National Congresses of the Communist Party of
Ch i na. )

Mao was succeeded by Hua Guofeng in October, 1976.

The 1978 Constitution d,;?cla'l-es tha.t "the State council
is the central people's government and

. the highest

It is headed by a premier
and several vice-premiers.

The premier is nominated by the

Communist Party and approved by the National People's
Congress, as are vice-premiers, ministers, and vice-minister.
The State Council coordinates the work of the ministries,
offices, commissions, and special agencies, and draws up
national economic plans and the national budget in accordance
with Party priorities and strategies.
The highest organ of legislative power in China is the
National People's Congress (NPC).

The Constitution

stipUlates, however, that the NPC is to function under the
direction of the Chinese Communist Party.
elected by provinces and autonomous regions, cities under
central government rule, the armed forces, and Chinese
residents abroad.

Specific NPC functions are to amend the

constitution, pass laws, and examine and approve the state
budget and final accounts.

6

The Standing Committee is elected by the NPC as its
permanent working organ.

As such, the Standing Committee is

empowered to convene NPC plenary seSSlons,

interpret laws,

enact decrees, appoint ambassadors, receive foreign
ambassadors, and ratify treaties with foreign governments.
The Chairman of the Standing Committee, by right of the 1978
Constitution, can receive foreign envoys, and, with the
approval of the NPC or full Standing Committee, promulgate
laws and ratify treaties.
The president of the Supreme People's Court is the only
appointment not made on the direct initiative of the Party;
that responsibility belongs to the NPC.

Until the passage of

China's first national legal code in June,

1979, the Court's

function on the national level was negligible because of the
local orientation of the Chinese legal system.
The government hierarchical structure is as follows:
Premier

J

State Council

(Ministries and Departments)

National People's Congress
I

~

Standing Committee of the NPC
The People's Liberation Army (PLA) cannot be viewed as the
counterpart of armies in other countries.
the Party.
of the army.

It is the army of

The Chairman of the CCP is the commander-in-chief
During the Cultural Revolution,

the PLA was the

only organization that continued to hold up the nation when
the other parts of the government collapsed.

7
The CCP had nearly 40 million members in the early 1980's.
In 1982,

the 12th congress of the CCP named Hu Yaobang the

new Party chairman.

Hu replaced Hua Guofeng

by Zhao Ziyang in early 1987.)

(Hu was replaced

A new central advisory

committee headed by Deng Xiaoping was established.
the head of the military and the most powerful

Deng is

leader in

China. today (2).
Chin,:;\.'s Peopl p

.

China's official census of 1982 listed a

total mainland

population of 1,031,882,511, making China the home of nearly
one out of every four persons in the world.
population has remained relatively stable for
decades,

Ch ina.' s ul-ban
the past three

accounting for about 20% of the total population in

1986.
China is a multinational country comprising 55 major ethnic
groups or nationalities.

Ethnic Chinese, also known as the

Han people, make up about 93% of the total population, with
the remaining 67 million people divided among 55 groups
l-e-fer'c'",:?d to

irl China. a.s· "minor-ity rla.tiona.lities."

Urban Lifestyles:

(3)

Urban lifestyles are greatly diverse

2.
Most of the information in this section is taken
from Lucia.n F"/F2, ll'~..J2:LDE.mLr;:..E'.:..-ot~hine~~e Poli·t:i.cs
(Cambridge, Mass.:
Gunn & Hain, Publishers, Inc., 1981);
F'e t e"i- Cheng, ~~b.i:(J~ (D;.~for.d, En':::j l.:::l.nd ~
C 1 i CI Pr eS',s· , 1983); Ci.nd
r;'b..t!:l~:~J~_~)J.t~J:.~l §I:::l.!::"_:::'~·;( (Bei j i ng, Ch i na ~
Fon.? i gn Langu::.iges
Pr (2S·S , 19t31).
3.
Statistics in these two paragraphs are taken from
F::-. Bunl;)e c\nd F. ~3. ::3h inn, '2ds., CI-!jJJ_i:l.LJ.~ CClUl::-ltl-v Stl'.dv
(Washington, D.C.:
The American University, 1985), and
!:~ e ~;!..Id 1. e ~~'2.._QE. i 1,...'t:!, 1'"1",\ r c h 2 ':1- , :L S 8 7 •
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accross the nation.

When northerners or southerners are

transferred to work in other parts of the country, they often
complain about the difficulty of adjusting to the new
environment -- climate,

local dialects,

lifestyle, and

With the exception of some newly erected high-rise

cuisine.

apartment building in the major cities, architecture seems to
be dominated by 2l. mi:·:tul-e c.t- tl-adition2l.l one-stcl\-Y "pingfang"
(literally, "flat-hc.uses")

~'-lith

theil- thl-ee walled-ill wings

facing into a courtyard, and four or five story apartment
comp 1 e:-:es.

The latter provide indoor amenities such as

toilets, running water, and gas stoves, with many facilities
shared among two or more families.
Housing is in relatively short supply in most of China's
cities.

A typical urban residence for a family of four

consists of only one or two rooms.

Families in the newer

apartment buildings have their own small kitchens and
bathl-ooms.
Work schedules for virtually everyone -- employees of
the factories, service sectors, white collar jobs, and
professionals -- consist of eight-hour days and six-day
Most factory workers take Sunday off but the retail
sector has instituted a system of staggered rest days.
Virtually everyone takes a nap during the daily tWo-to-three
hour lunch break.
On Sundays, the day off for most city workers, the parks
fill up with families and couples out relaxing together.
Leisure time is also spent attending operatic, theatrical,

musical, and dance performances, and watching television and
films.

On summer evenings, neighborhood residents love to

mingle on the sidewalks in front of their homes to play cards
01-

Ch i nese "chess" and to gossip.
Salaries, averaging 80 yuan (about $22 U.S.) per month

in the cities and perhaps half that much in the countryside
(4), appear appallingly meager.

However,

in China is commensurately low:

the average rent,

utilities,

the cost of living
including

is 5-10 yuan per month, and clothing and

furnishings are reasonably priced.

About half of an urban

household's monthly income, however, must be spent on food.
Most workers use their surplus cash to buy expensive
"lu;<Lu-ies"

(bicycles., It.J8.tches, radios,

televisions, cassette

recorders, washing machines, refrigerators, motorcycles), or
deposit it in saving accounts (which earn approximately 3%
The provision of free or extremely low-cost
health care, pensions, and other social services have been
gradually expanded in post-1949 China, and such benefits now
extend to most of the population.
China's goal is to rapidly modernize industry in the
coming years.

At present, much of the machinery used is

still simple by Western standards, hand work is still
widespread, and the pace of work is fairly relaxed.

Ch i n8.· '::;-

system of socialism is predicated on the assurance of gainful

------------_._------
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employment to virtually everyone who seeks to work.

In tile

1980"5 especially, much attention has been paid to an
unintended bY-r-n-odu.ct of this system --- thE'? "i'i-on rice bOlA!I"
(6)

a reference to the high degree of job security that

has led in some instances to poor work habits, absenteeism,
and even indigence on the part of workers whose salaries were
in no way tied to performance.

A variety of remedies

this

problem are now being tried, many utilizing some form of
material incentive to spur productivity.
hastened to brand such policies as a drift toward capitalism.
Ofi"icials have countered tha.t the p'i-inciple "to each

fundamentals of Marxism (7).
Rural

I

i fest yIps:

The lifestyle of the typical Chinese

peasant and the technology on which it is based has improved
significantly during the last three decades.

Yet,

life in

China"s countryside is still arduous by any standard.

In the

planting and harvesting seasons, the rural population labor
from dawn to dusk at backbreaking field work, while during
the slack season the days are spent in construction and
repair work, as well as some light-industrial activites.
Rural housing is spacious compared to city dwellings.
Homes are usually family-owned.

--------_._-----

The simple fu.rnishings

1 :I.

consist of a bed Dr two, a dresser -- often made at home -perhaps a sewing machine, and a radio.

Cooking and toilet

facilities are located outside of the house.
Families today are encouraged to grow their own vegetables
and to raise animals both for

their own consumption and for

sale at rural fairs as a means of earning supplemental
i

'nCOine

l'I

The farming of small private plots by individual

household was being actively encouraged in the mid-1980's as
a means of both raising overall productivity as well as
augmenting peasants'
however,

incomes.

Most agricultural production,

is still carried out on collectively-owned fields

and income is distributed according to individual output.

A

common fund finances social services such 'as medical care,
pensions, and education (8).
B'y'

198y"

a ne'.·J "individual l-es:,ponsibility" policy was:.

making profound in road throughout the countryside.

The

principle of centrally planned collectivism, on which the
communes had been founded,
va',-iety of

"mi;.~ed"

seemed to be giving way to a

loca,l economies I,A/here units c"ls 'sma,ll ciS c\

family could allocate a significant amount of work time

.l.. ,_
I...

U

self-initiated and self-managed projects (9).
Cultural

life is made available even in remote rural

areas today through mobile film showings and touring
------,----------,--

8.
Gt!.1-r::LsL.Q17f j..s: tf.'J_BllClu;;~L_f~~I_r:_.t_l.2E?~'i--19:~~1. (Hong f:::onl;)
Kingsway Publications ltd., 1985), p.534.
9.

Ibid.

~
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theatrical, operatic, and ballet troupes.

The government

encourages the development of grassroot folk arts.
The government realizes that the livelihood of China's
800 million peasants must substantially improve if the
country is to achieve its goal of modernization.

It must

reorder the nation's development priorities, and shift its
emphasis toward raising the technological and the income
level of farmers in China.

Agricultural taxes were reduced,

and the state's purchasing price for grain and other edibles
was increased by an average of 22% (10).
Similar measures and reforms, enacted through the early
1980's, took increasing account of the need to improve living
standards and economic stability in the countryside.
for the first time in Chinese history the whole of the
Chinese countryside is being mobilized primarily for its own
betterment.
Edll.ration
Major changes have occurred in China's educational system
During the 1950's and early 1960's the education
policy was directed toward producing colleges and technically
qualified students.

Students were required to spend half of

their school hours on academic subjects and the other half
learning practical skills in factories and in agricultural
-fil'21c.1s.

10.

Ibid.

In 1966, the Cultural Revolution redirected educational
pol:i.cie~..

Revolutionary committees were formed to run the

schools, and for the next 11 years the emphasis was on
political indoctrination in revolutionary ideology.

invited to lecture in universities, and university students
were required to work for specified periods on farms and in
fa.ctcq- i es.

The traditional university entrance examinations

were abolished, and students were selected on the basis of
work performances and Party loyalty.
In 1977, the educational policies of the Cultural
Revolution were abandoned.

Bright secondary school students

were permitted to go directly to universities, for which
entrance examinations were reintroduced, and efforts were
under way to extend the years of schooling to 10 in urban
areas and 9 in rural areas, consisting of 5 years in
elementary levels and 4 to 5 in secondary school.
mately 60% of the children between the ages of five and
nineteen are in school, and about 74% of the population are

E;i l.ce 1977, entl-'ance el-:a.m i na.t ions ha.ve been trH:2 pr i Inary
factor

in determining admission to college and technical

·:schools.

These examinations are rigorous and only about 5%

of each year's senior middle school graduates are accepted

-_._--------------[:JU·n.!:"l.
:I.'7lHE.?) •

1:1..
Bl-icl.n Hook. '2d.,
(C,:'imbridg€-?, EncJL:l.lld~

Encyclc)opdia of
c.,::\mtq-idqe Univr:-::l-sit y' Pl-ess,

D.l§~a.mbri.fjqe

for further formal education (12).
College programs, which were cut from four years to
three durlng the Cultural Revolution, have been re-extended
Medical schools and institutes of specialized
study have reinstated five or even six year programs.

Until

1979 most colleges and universities had full programs of
required courses in the third and fourth years and offered
some elective courses to spur student interest (approximately
30% of college courses are now electives).
Graduate education, suspended in 1965, was reintroduced
in 1978.

Since then, 40,000 students have been admitted to

graduate programs.

Graduate students are affiliated with

institutions in one of three ways.
university department,

They may be admitted to a

to the Graduate Academy or research

institutes of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, or to the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (13).
Graduate school courses, usually led by senior scholars,
focus almost exclusively on the students' special fields and
foreign languages.

Politics is a minor and altogether a

secondary part of the curriculum, and manual labor has
virtually been abolished .

As part of China's long-term plan

_---.-.__._-----

.

12.

F:obej-t D. BaTen1jsen, ed.,
Th~__1978__ CclllEQ~.
t lQI~_i.f!..J;.tt.£Lf::l_~f:.P..l.f' ' c. R p r!.2-d.i;!.l i c cd'"_(;J:!.i:Q..'1.:..
(Washington, D.C.U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, 1979). p.28.
S.!.:l t l:.~"D c ~_f:'!J.3.:.!TIJI) a

13.

The information in these two paragraphs are taken
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to produce highly trained specialists, Chinese universities,
the Chinese Academy of Sciences, and the Ministry of
Education have sent approximately 45,000 graduate students
and researchers,

largely in the natural sciences, to the

United States, Japan, and Western Europe since 1979 (14).
There are also a great number of self-sponsored students
going overseas to study.

For many such students it is their

first opportunity to come in contact with a thoughtful presentation of the Christian faith.

Already many have returned

to China with a positive attitude toward Christianity because
of friends they have made during their overseas stay.
have entered into a living faith in Christ.

Some

Because of their

position in society it is very hard for them to make a public
Christian confession, and thus many remain secret believers.
(Also see Appendix C for more detail about education in
Ch i n·3. )
The rOfl}fl]unist Vipl..'!
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F:pligion

Karl Marx and his followers analyzed religion as a
hangover from feudal and bourgeois culture, a means by which
the ruling class controls and exploits the masses.
became a tool of exploitation as expressed in Marx's famous
dictum:

The Chinese Communist Party viewed religion as a
carry-over from the exploitation of the old feudal society in
which landlords oppressed peasants, and in which the newly
rising capitalist exploited a helpless working class.

The

superstitions of Chinese religions are simply one of the few
means by which the poor,
influence their destiny.

ignorant masses of China hoped to
Religion was viewed as part of that

imperialism by which foreign capitalists and their diplomatic
and missionary allies exploited China.

In China, Marx's views have always been somewhat
tempered by those of Mao Zedong who grew up under a strong
Confucian emphasis on education and reason.

1"(1

1927 1'1ao

The idols were set up by the peasants, and in time
they will pull down the idols with their own hands;
there is no need for anybody else to throwaway
prematurely the idols for them.
The agitational
line of the Communist Party in such matters should
be~
"Dl-a~·-! the bOI,-J full \~)ithout letting go the an-o~"J,
and be on the alert (15).
II

In 1957 when Mao and the Communist Party had taken
power, Mao

wrote~

We cannot abolish religion by administrative
orders; nor can we force people not to believe
in it.
We cannot compel people to give up
idealism, any more than we can force them to
15 •
1'1.3.0 Zed 0 n g, E!~.IJ._~~L.J __ Q_L_. ~_. I rl.Y..§::'2J i.9.E.tjs:.D.._i. n to t b.~
P s~~§'E!:.n t f'I,=! v '=l!l1!.=l)l:L_~~_!l __t1 u "(1 a.lJ. [m cl d f.~, i n 1 92'"7 J ( BE":? i j i n <:;), Chi n d. ~
Foreign Languages Press, 1953), p.45, as quoted in Richard C.
Bu. ~5 h,

,::r ·1- '!'

I3.~U.:..91g~c!._t..n

Abingdon Press,

C~S;.~_IIH=lJ.-.!.L~.t_ Chi n (~.

1976), p.30.
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believe in Marxism.
In settling matters of an
ideological nature or controversial issues among
the people, we can only use democratic method,
methods of discussion, of criticism, or persuasion
and education, not coercive, high-handed methods
( 16) .

China"s latest Constitution (1982)

states~

"Citizens

shall enjoy freedom to believe in religion and freedom not to
believe in l-E;!ligion (17)."
This noninterference with religion was the official
Actual practice, however, was quite different.
This varied from place to place, depending on the local party
functionary and the particular rightist or leftist line that
was being followed at the time.
Religious freedom in China actually is something that is
permitted within the walls of a mosque, temple, or church, or
something that takes place within the privacy of one's home.
This freedom does not include the right of religious ceremony
or display in public places.
RE:l igion
China developed a unique synthesis of her three religions in the past centuries and did not require the
exclusive allegiance of its adherents.

But it \fJOuld be

correct to refer to China as having two religions and one
system of ethics because Confucianism is not usually
16 .

1'1.3.0 Zed 0 n 1=3

,

PIl-1J~ __

G.P_D~.t.:c.g::;U~.f:...:t.LQ rl __ LiD}s"1JJ.fLJJJ~_e§~'::.I2L~

Press,

!;;.Q.r ,- Fo r
<:

t tl i3.1-~1l i n ~.L~
Be i j i n g, Chi'n a :
Fe 0 pIe

1958), p.9.
17.

China,

GQD§~l~Y~lQD

Art. 46 (1982).
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considered a religion.
Confucius was China's best known philosopher, born in
the Zhou dynasty in 551 B.C.

(18).

He was not a religious

teacher or prophet, nor did he speak of a personal God, only
of a moral force in the universe.

His ideas formed the moral

code of China's upper classes right into the twentieth
century and were feudal

in their established ceremonies with
His teaching centered around

outright class distinctions.

the family and its harmony as the hub of society, the state
as its extension and all other relationships functioning in a
status quo of orderliness.

It changed centuries of Chinese

people to accept their unchangeable lot in life.

Confuciu.s

was not worshiped as a deity but his teachings and writing
formed China's social and political stru.cture (19).
Taoism was a withdrawal reaction against the hard
realities of this world and a protest against war, which was
a struggle for power, status, and wealth.
ph i 1 osoph·y.

It was a thinker's

The individual was only important as a part of

\

the whole great pattern of nature which was Tao,

literally

Founded by Lao-Zi, who
may have been a myth himself,
and lack of desire (20).

----------_._---.,J. c·
,~.

n

Friendship Press,
19.

1980), p.86.

it is a philosophy of passivism

19

Buddhism spread from India in many directions and was
readily accepted in China also as an escape religion.
pel-ceives:. "l-eality" as illuscq-y,

It

including the idea of self.

If a pe·j-son hecomes "enlight'2ned" and realizes tha.t self is
only an illusion which leads to misery and suffering in this
world, he is extinguished at death,

like a candle flame going

out, and in that sense enters Nirvana, which is nonexistence, thought to he the ideal final state.

If he is not

enlightened, he is reborn (reincarnated) and his life-flame
is transferred to another new candle and continues
the illusion of existing.

Buddhism held a strong appeal to

Chinese, especially as it was willing to take on certain
aspects of Confucianism and Taoism and could he embraced
without giving up either (21).
Ancestor worship pre-dated these and was incorporated
into a.ll thr<:?e.

Ancestors were thought to be alive and

influencing the affairs of men, and so had to be placated.
Islam, another foreign religion, filtered in with the
barbarians from the North and West, but its followers were
mostly ethnically non-Chinese.

Islam is considered a threat

now because of its revival and power over millions throughout

Christianity was introduced to China as early as the
21..
Tim Brc,ok!! "Tl-a.vf-'!ling to the Tl-igl-am 1'10unta.ins:
Buddh ism Aft{.:?r the Gang ot- Fol.u-," ~oni~ii:lI!Q01- a.l~tlj na;.
'71.-i:~n
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seventh century.

First the Nestorians came in A.D. 635 and

flourished under the Tang Dynasty.

But by the end of that

dynasty (A.D. 9(0), virtually all traces of Nestorian
Christianity had disappeared except for one stone monument in
XiE\n.

The Franciscans had their turn in the thirteenth

century under the Mongol

(Yuan) Dynasty.

But at the end of

the Mongol era all traces of Christianity had disappeared.
Matteo Ricci and the Jesuits arrived at the Mongol court in
1601.

They taught astronomy and mathematics and brought a

new faith which they called "the religion of the Heavenly

arrived from England in 1807.

In its heyday China was the
In 1926, 8,000

Protestant missionaries were serving in China (22).
(22.)
G. Thompson Bl-OliJn,
~t!i-isi;.ic\nity in the People'~.
F:eJJublic of ChinC!. (t=)tlclntc!., GA~
.John ~:::no:< Press, 1983), p.15-itO.

CHr';PTER I I I
GOVERNMENT"S STRATEGY REGARDING THE

CHURCH~

When the People's Republic of China (PRC) came to power in
1949, it faced a Christian movement that had a considerable
fo llo\tii ng.

Although the baptized membership was but a tiny

fraction of the population as a whole,

its influence was all

out of proportion to its size.
In 1949 there were approximately 700,000 Protestants of
all denominations in China.

Chinese churches had

relationships with more than one hundred foreign mission
boards, societies, orders, and international councils.
were about 6,000 foreign missionaries serving in

A

China~

century of Protestant missionary effort had created thousands
of primary schools, some 200 middle schools,

13 major

colleges and universities, 500 hospitals, many clinics, as
well as other institutions such as publishing houses.

The

colleges and universities alone had graduated over 50,000
students by 1949 (23).

The contribution of these

institutions should not be underestimated.
With the entrance of Chinese troops into the Korean
23.
The information in this paragraph is taken from
l«;?nn·-:;::th G. Gl-ubb, r::2(].,
~~~TI_~Lr;;b.ristid.n Hd.(!.!;LI}..c~2..L
(London~
World Dominion Press, 1952), p.141.
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conflict during 1950, all possibility of an accommodation
ended.

The United States froze Chinese assets in America in

Decf2mber,

1950.

China retaliated.

The Administrative

Council of the PRC demanded that all Christian churches in
China and related hospitals and schools break relations with
American mission boards.

One by one Protestant universities

and colleges were taken over by the government.

Finally, all

of the missionaries had to leave China by the end of 1952.
There were two choices left for the Chinese Christian
first,

to go underground; or, second, to work out

some accomodation with the new rulers of China.
some indigenous sects and independent churches, most of the
Protestant denominations and leaders chose,

in some degree,

the second option.

At this stage of history there emerged a man who was
among the first Christians to support the Communist cause.
Wu Yaozong, converted to Christianity as a young man, became
a YMCA secretary after he gave up a career in the customs
He studied in Union Theological Seminary in New
York and was influenced by the Christian socialist movement
of the 1930's (24).

----_._--------i::>."-I·.
H,;:\'(' old T'::-;'.m,
"Y T" Ir..lu.:
Three-SE:' 1 f' Foundei-,
1 8 I=? 3 ..,- 1 '=? 7 I::;, , II ~JJ i f}iL iiil. rJ51_t.t!~__~JI u i-S:~! __T <:< d 2.i~ 2 ~ 1 ( .J 2. nu.,;:\ r y
Febru.ary 1980):
6-7.
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In May 1950 Wu led a group of Christian leaders to meet
with Premier Zhou Enlai in Beijing to discuss future
government relations.

During the meeting, Wu discussed with

the premier the preparation of a paper which would become
The first draft was
written by Wu and approved by the premier.

The following are

some portions of the Manifesto that set forth the new

It is our purpose in publishing the following
statement to heighten our vigilance against
imperialism, to make known the clear political
stand of Christians in New China, to hasten the
building of a Chinese church whose affairs are
managed by the Chinese themselves, and to
indicate the responsibilities that should be
taken up by Christians throughout the whole
country in national reconstruction in New
Ch i no;.. .

..

Fundamenta I

{~i

ms

(1)
Christian churches and organizations in China
should exert their utmost efforts, and employ
effective methods, to make people in the churches
everywhere recognize clearly the evils that have
been wrought in China by imperialism; recognize
the fact that in the past imperialism has made
use of Christianity; purge imperialistic influences
from within Christianity itself; and be vigilant
against imperialism, and especially American
imperialism, in its plot to use religion in fostering the growth of reactionary f6rces.
At the
same time, the churches and organizations should
call upon Christians to participate in the movement
opposing war and upholding peace, and teach them
thoroughly to understand and support the government's
policy of agrarian reform.
(2)
Christian churches and organizations in China
should take effective measures to cultivate a patriotic and democratic spirit among their adherents
in general, as well as a psychology of self-respect
and self-reliance.
The movement for autonomy,

self-support, and self-propagation hitherto promoted
in the Chinese church has already attained a measure
of success.
This movement from now on should complete its tasks within the shortest possible period.
At the same time, self-criticism should be advocated,
all forms of Christian activity re-examined and readjusted, and on-going austerity measures adopted, so
as to achieve the goals of reformation in the church.

(2)
From now on, as regards to their religious work,
Christian churches and organizations should place
emphasis upon a deeper understanding of the nature
of Christianity itself, closer fellowhip and unity
among the various denominations, the cultivation of
better leadership personnel, and reform in systems
of church organization.
As regards to their more
general work, they should emphasize anti-imperialistic,
anti-feudalistic, and anti-bureaucratic-capitalistic
education, together with such forms of service to the
people as productive labor, teaching them to understand the New Era, cultural and recreational
ac t i v it i es· , literacy education, medical and public
heal th trJCq-k, and care of children (25).
In April, 1951, under the arrangement of the newly
organized Religious Affairs Bureau of the government, the
Protestant Three-Self Patriotic Movement was established.

govel-nmE'nt,

II

<3.nd

II

s.e I f -Pl-Op<3.ga t ion.
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Wu Yaozong was elected

c:: h <3. i rm<3.n.

In the next 15 years (1951-1966), the Protestant church
was brought under the full control of the state through the
TSPt-i! .

Thousands and Thousands of Christian leaders who

refused to join the TSPM were condemned as antirevolutionaries, and most of them were put into prison during
c'
pp . '+'.+--.-1
=
~:

.::JI=:
1__ ••• J

1955 and agaln in 1958.
i rnpr i

~,onm('2nt

Many of them died during their

.

In the summer of 1966, The Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution started.

All Christians of whatever denomination,

theological conviction, or political persuasion suffered.

No

one was exempt -- Christians and non-Christians alike.
Leaders in the Three-Self Movement who had tried to cooperate
with the government spent time in the work camps the same as
those known to be resistant to government policies.
offices of the Three-Self Movement were closed down.

The
The

Religious Affairs Bureau of the government ceased to
function.
For 13 years (from 1966 to 1979) there was no public
worship in the whole nation.

But in September, 1979, the

large church formerly known as Moore Memorial Church opened
its doors with the new name Mo-en Tang (Bathed in Grace
Then churches across China began to open.
Arrangements for the opening of the churches were made by the
TSPM, which is responsible to the Religious Affairs Bureau
and serves as a liaison between the government and the
However,

the TSPM has faced many problems since it

has been resurrected.
In 1979 the TSPM had practically no influence among the
thousands of house churches, and the great numbers of new
believers had never heard of it.

TSPM leaders recognized

that their organization was only about to affect the small
number of newly-opened churches restored by the government.
Church buildings of the TSPM, now occupied by government
agencies, needed to be reclaimed and restored for worship
services.
It was not easy to find other accommodations for the
present occupants because of the shortage of buildings.
During the first year, only a few churches in the major
cities were opened.

Later, the number of churches being

opened each month increased rapidly.
Most of the pastors available were men between 60 and 80
years of age, almost all former TSPM pastors from the 1950's.
Because there are no longer denominations in China, most of
the reopened churches had a team of pastoral workers that
reflected different denominational backgrounds.

The

provision of pastors is an obvious problem.
Because of the extreme politicization of the Church and
the persecution in the earlier years of Christians who would
not

join the TSPM, those who had been worshiping in house

churches were now reluctant to

join.

Although the TSPM has

instructed pastors to preach from the Bible instead of
liberal and political sermons,

the confidence of the

Christians toward the TSPM is still a problem.
Another critical problem facing the TSPM is the training
of future pastors.

27

In 1980, Bishop Ding Guangxun was appointed as the
chairman of the TSPM following the death of Wu Yaozong in
19T/ •

Ding had been a student worker in North America from
He returned to China and became president of
Nanjing Theological Seminary.

In 1955, he was consecrated
The seminary was

Anglican Bishop of Zhejiang province (26).
closed

in 1966.

It has now been reopened with Ding as the

de2.n again.
Whoever accepts the chairman's position has a
description written for him in Beijing.

job

His guidelines are

specifically written down for him as follows~
1.
Steering the church along the right political
lines 0',-, 2.'3 the pc<.rty put·:::. i t ~ I'gu.iding the church
in the correct implementation of the policy of
',-e Ii €.J i ous· 'f',-eedom," wh i ch acc01-d i ng to Ar tic Ie 40
of thei',- constitution s.tates that "citizens shall
have the freedom to believe in religion and not to
b':2lir:2V :2 in r('?lil:;]ion."
I

2.
Direct the various Protestant seminaries in China.
3.
Keep the church pure from such problems as
deriom incl. t i ona.l ism. II
II

4.
Oversee and direct the official churches that
have opened across China.

5.
Oversee the printing and distribution ofall
Bibles allowed in China.

6.

Travel to the West as an emissary of Beijing
CC)1T-li nce the (r.!D1-ld 2.S to tro,e "f1-eedom of reI ig ion"
that exists in China and how the TSPM is the only

-I:.:CI

--------------_._-----C: {:J "
::3 i lei. s C; h "'. c, q ,
Itl!~=-.E_<3.!.!l.tL'L.~t!:=~T c \'' ,
(C);,;·ncl."l-d, CPi!\ 19f:3I::~). p.:I. 7.

i n \"1 "il i n I and Chi n '-::"0

c::'8

offically recognized spokesman for that church (27).
The leadership within TSPM has several subgroups.

Fir·,;::-t !'

there are the top leaders who formerly were leaders in the
movement in the 1950·s.

Some of them actively persecuted

evangelicals during the first decade of the communist regime.
For this reason many Christians are afraid to associate with
th,?::!m.
Both the Three-Self Movement and the Chinese Christian
Council

(28) have among their top leaders these very

politically minded leaders of the past.

Most of them were in

the early days extremely liberal in their theology.

This is

one of the reasons why evangelicals in the 1950's did not
associate with the movement.

Today this liberal theology is

kept very much in the background.
A second subgroup consists of pastors who were active in
the Three-Self Movement in the past.

Some of them betrayed

other Christians, but they also went through suffering during
the Cultural Revolution and may indeed have been restored
sPi

·1-

Some of them are indeed true evangelicals.

i t u. a. 1 I y •

There are, however,
maintaining a

those who are thinking more of

job through the church than of truly feeding

the flock of God.

Bethany House Publishers,

1985).

p.99.
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China Christian Council (CCC), formally brought
into existence in October 1980.
The relationship of the CCC
to the TE:F·\. . \ i-:;::, one o-{'" "division o·f la.bor." In a.dminist1-'='.tion
and leadership, however, it remains intimately associated
with the TSPM, and Bishop Ding chairs both organizations.

A third subgroup are people who have had contact with the
house churches during the Cultural Revolution.
open churches have appeared, they feel that they can have the
most influence if they will work through the Three-Self
r'iovement.

In this way it gives them the opportunity to

minister to large numbers of people.

They also believe that

they can influence the policy of the church as a whole and
maintain an evangelical witness within the church.

It is important to see clearly the TSPM's place in the
overall system of control used by the government (see charts:
TSPM and the Government).

1

TSPM and the Government
The Party organ involved in religion is the United Front
Work Department (UFWD), which also handles oversea-Chinese

30

This Party department controls and

and minority affairs.

staffs the government's Religious Affairs Bureau CRAB).
staff members of the RAB,

including the lowest clerks and

office boys, are members of either this Party or the Chinese
Communist Youth League.
While the UFWD is a Party organ, and the RAB is a
government agency,

the two are interlocked at each level, and

also work closely with the Department of Public Security
the national police system.
Undel- the R?=lB there al-e five reI i g ious "peop Ie' s ol-gan i za.the Protestant Three-Self Patriotic Movement, the

tions":

Catholic Patriotic Association; and Islamic, Buddhist and
Taoist associations.

These associations also have

One function of the UFWD is to see that the party's
religious policy is properly executed through the RAB.
the other hand,
chu'l-ch in

On

the TSPM directs the actual affairs of the

acco'l-da"(lc~e

\<\)ith the sta.te policy as a "F'rotesta.nt

ol-ga.·n i za t ion. "
Its task is essentially political:

to lead Christians

to support the party and state programs, and to ensure that
no anti-revolutionary elements emerge among Protestants.
a way,

the TSPM polices Christians for the government.

In
But

it also serves as a bridge between the two.
In implementing the government's religious policy with
Protestants, all three organizations are involved:

the UFltm,

31

the RAE, and the TSPM.

For example, the TSPM has no

authority to evict a factory from a former church building.
But as a government bureau,

the RAB does have this authority,

and so helps to facilitate the transition.
only a state organization;
carry out such orders.

But the RAB i·:::;

it might not have enough clout to

So in many cases, the larger party

organization, the UFWD, comes along to negotiate in the

On the other hand,

if the TSPM officials discover a

Bible distribution ring with connections in Hong Kong,

it has

no right to interfere, except to make inquiries and do
But it can report the case to the RAB, which
does have the authority to investigate "anti-revolutionary
ac t i vi t i ,?s . "
But if a house church leader is found printing Bibles
home,

the RAB officials have no right to arrest him.

_ • .L.

c-.

t·

Any

arrest would have to be made by the police.
Policies are made at the highest level of the Party,
according to the overall political philosophy and priorities
of the ruling faction.

All

lower officials,

including the

TSPM, basically implement these policies (29).
(See Appendix D, a government"s internal document of controls
on Christianity, for more detail about the government control
of th,? chu·l-ch.)
29.
~:~,?
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The information in th is sec t ion is tCI/-::en f)-om Gra.ce
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STRATEGIES BORN OF GOD:

THE HOUSE CHURCH

House churches are not new in China.
first centui-y ti,e Chl-istia.n ChUl-ch bel;;)a.n a.s a "house-chL\l-ch.
Soon house-churches had sprung up all across the Roman
It was not until many years later that the first
buildings dedicated exclusively for Christian worship were
A study of the New Testament church reveals that
the church in the home was a virile and powerful force that
shook its society.
The Chinese Church was forced into a true New Testament
pattern.

This pattern seems to fit the Chinese culture much

better than the imported variety.

The family-orientation

1S

possibly the single most consistent characteristic of the
C;h i nese.

Consequently, to make the home the focal point of

Christian worship, almost guarantees not only family
participation, but the faith of succeeding generations.

The

house-church seems to truly belong in the Chinese culture.

Before the 1949 revolution in China, many believers
began meeting in homes.

During the pre-1949 period, house

churches were connected with indigenous movements such as
32

II

33
"The J·esu.<:::· Fcl.mi 1 y," "The TrL1.(:? Jesus ChUl-ch," "The Independent
Ch LU- C h

;1"

a. n d

" The 1_ itt 1 e F 1 0 c k . "

There were hundreds of such

churches throughout the country.
Following the 1949 revolution,

the TSPM was responsible

for organizing the institutional church.

Indigenous

house-churches were suppressed by the TSPM and meetings in
homes were declared illegal.

In 1955, the authorities

started persecuting the "Wang Mingdao Counter-Revolutionary
Ga.ng" movement.

In 1956, they s tal- ted to pUl-ge the "Watchman

Nee Countel--Revo lut ional-y Gang

II

movement also.

In 1958, they

pu<:::.hed the "Anti-Rightists stl-uggle" fl-om inside the
After these movements, TSPM easily won the control
of all churches in China.

At this time,

the government

announced that any Christian activities outside of TSPM direction were illegal

(30).

In 1954, under the strict control of the government, the
TSPM was awarded the leadership and actual control of all
churches in China.

(Prior to 1954, the TSPM did not have

actual control of the local churches.)

With this new power

from the governmeht, the TSPM started to purge all those who
were against the TSPM.

They actively did the following three

thing<:::~

1.

They combined churches in every city, forcing the

Christians to hold joint services.

30.

They reduced the number

34

of places to worship.

The extra church buildings were

offered to the government.

(There were practically no

churches left in the countryside,)
they combined 64 churches into
over 200 churches into 15.

~.

For example,

in Peking,

In Shanghai, they combined

The empty church buildings were

changed into schools, factories, and warehouses (31).
All churches were forced to preach the sermon of
All sermons were censored
a,head of time.
of

1/

sel-mon;

II

Later,

a,nd

they even stopped preaching this kind

a 11 they ta 1 ked about was

events from the newspaper.

ne~'JS

B,nd cun-erit

Before the start of the Cultural

Revolution in 1966, there was no open church in China that
preached according to the teachings of the Bible (32).
It

3.

emphasized that the profession of the clergy, who did not
have to physically labor to obtain a salary, was shameful.
The TSPM started sending Christian ministers and preachers to
the factories and farms to labor.

Most of the preachers

therefore were forced to leave their ministries (33).
Under this open attack on the churches, many Christians
and some preachers withdrew from their churches.

They

..-----------------'

,-
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This was a new beginning for the

started the house churches.

house church movement in China.

However, this group of

Christians who wanted to follow the Lord paid a very dear
price for their faith by insisting on worshiping the Lord at
home in spirit and in truth.

The government and the TSPM did

not like this new group of Christians and started to suppress
these house churches even more.

Many Christian students were

expelled from their schools and sent to indefinite periods of
"labcq- educations (34)."

Some preachers in the TSPM were

sent to labor camps because they were sympathetic to the
!-louse churches.

Many Christians were sentenced to ten or

fifteen years of hard labor because they organized or
attended the house churches.

Some of them died in the labor

camps because they could not stand the cruel

punishm~nt

Many unknown Christians, because of this faith in
Christ, offered all to their Lord,
property, and even their lives.

including their youth,

They sowed the seeds of life

that have caused this great people movement growth in the
house churches of China.

The fruit that they bear today

in the thirty-fold, sixty-fold, and even hundred-fold.

handed to those who were arrested in the late

( ::'15)

n

II

Thus, house churches, as a counterpart of TSPM,

,-----"---,,-,,--------,,-----'-
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1950's~

Ibidu

1S

existed since the late 1950'5.

In August, 1966 the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution broke out at Mao's instigation.

Young radical Red

Guards sprang up and went on a rampage allover China.

Ar-med

with Mao's Little Red Book, and encouraged by the Chairman,
they set out to destroy old ideologies, old customs, old
ideas, and old systems,

including the Party structure and

They stormed city halls, police
headquarters, university administration buildings and publicly humiliated and beat up Party revisionists,

intel-

lectuals, and anyone whom they considered not totally
In the sphere of religion, they destroyed
temples, monasteries, and stormed the few churches that
1-

ema. i "("led.

They searched practically every believer's home,

looking for Bibles, hymnals, and every other type of
Christian literature they could find in order to confiscate
In many cities, the Red Guards gathered all
the Bibles that they could find,

piled them up into. a great

heap in the public square, and set fire to them.
were rounded up and forced to kneel in front of that pillar
In those days both Christians from secret house

Som;;:.': o-f
the believers were literally beaten to death. others

37

suffered permanent paralysis.

Many house church

leade~s

who

secretly propagated the Gospel were arrested and sent to
labor camps where they were further interrogated and forced
to do hard labor.
After the first wave of Cultural Revolution attacks,
all traces of visible Christian activities were removed from
the face of the Chinese society.

All Christians had to go
For a

through the baptism of suffering and humiliation.
while even clandestine house church activities were

The church in China was practically dead and

suspended.
buried.

But the glory of God did not depart from his people in
China.

His Spirit overshadowed them. Out of a valley of dry

bones a great spiritual army began to rise up.

It was a slow

process which began after the initial waves of attack during
1966-69.

A few servants of God, moved by the situation of

spiritual desolation that characterized the Church, began to
pray for a revival.

They started to search out every

believer that they could find and urged them to rise up from
their fears and to call upon the name of the Lord.

Two's and

three's began to meet secretly to pray and to encourage each
other with God's Word.

Gradually these small groups grew

into Spirit-filled house churches.
leaderships,

Deprived of ministerial

lay leaders rose up to lead prayer meetings and

to minister to a growing number of God's people.

The Spirit

of God was at work allover China, and silently but surely
house churches sprang up in countless cities, towns, and
villages,

Out of suffering and death a new Chinese church

had erne'C'gi=2d.

After the death of Mao Zedong, and the arrest of the
"(:::i.""ncJ of F--our'" headed by riis. It-Jidol,'I ,Jiang Qing irl 1976, China
Politically China moved away from Mao's
radical

leftist line of continuous revolution, which implied

a more open attitude toward the West.

1976-1980 was an era

of transition from the rule of Hua Guofeng, Mao's designated
heir, to that of Deng Xiaoping, China's present strong man.
By the end of 1980 Deng's power was well established.
these four years of the transition, the Chinese society began
to thaw, and underground house churches began to surface in
semi-clandestine activities.

The house church movement

enjoyed a short period of unprecedented freedom, especially in the countryside.
adopted a

Politically, Chinese Communist cadres

laissez-faire attitude, and religiously, the TSPM

was not yet fully organized to implement control.
In the North, where the house churches in the cities
were small,particularly in Beijing, the climate was quite
unfavourable to house church meetings,

~nd

they had to meet

The size ranged anywhere from five to
twenty-five people.

They held meetings in a very quiet way,

and often they moved from home to home in order to avoid

In the South, East Coast, and Central China, the house
churches in the cities met in a semi-open way.

Some of

these churches were large, and had up to five hundred people.
These churches were usually found in communities where the
Christian population was strong.

Some of the house churches

They gathered in the parks Dr countryside,

met outdocq-s.

apparently just having a picnic.

They would sing, pray, and

conduct evangelism.
In the countryside, there were many meetings in
believers' homes with up to three hundred people who would
meet every day.

In some areas, as many as one thousand

people gathered together to worship God.

These churches were

organized locally by believers who emerged as house church
leaders without any formal training.
It was during this period of power transition before the
control apparatus was restored that house churches grew in
The Church that suffered so long was now
able to enjoy a temporary season of peace, and the people of
God took advantage of this unusual season of grace to preach
the Gospe I .

As the Spirit of God descended upon them, the

people of God freely experienced the power of Christ's
resurrection on a large scale.

God worked signs and miracles

the sick were healed after much prayer, demons

40

were exorcised in Jesus' name, and even the dead were
reported to have been raised.

Communist party and Youth

This was a period of great

League members believed.
i nl]athel- i nl] .

The Con'fltct with the TSF'r1
Since the early 1980's, the party's new leadership has
brought out neVl idea.s l-epl-esented by lithe fOU1- insistences":
1) insistence on the ideology of Maxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong
thought; 2)

insistence on the people's democratic

dictatorship; 3)

insistence on the leadership of the

Communist F'arty; and 4)

insistence on walking the socialist

This tightening of political control found its
expression in the increased control by the Religious Affairs
Bureau and the TSPM over house church activities.

As the

TSF'M became more organized, establishing branches on the
provincial and county levels, house church activities in both
the cities and in the villages were soon brought under
Christians are now being urged to worship only in
churches designated by the TSF'M, only designated pastors were
allowed to preach, and they could do so only within
designated districts (37).

Under this new policy, house

church leaders were forbidden to do itinerant preaching, and
36.

January 20,

1980.

churches not recognIzed by the TSPM were being forced to
close dOI.r.)n.
Desirous to see the whole nation turn to Christ, many
house churches in recent years have organized evangelistic
teams to do cross-county and cross-provincial missions.
These evangelistic outreaches have run into direct conflict
with the government's religious policy of containing
Christian activities within the four walls of the TSPM
Chul-ches.

As a result, many itinerant preachers have been

arrested or are on the run because their names are on an
House churches in the cities are being driven
underground again, and those in the countryside are
constantly being harrassed.

Those who continue to hold

meetings are being arrested,

beaten, and put into prison.

In Guangdong

(Canton), a well known Christian leader,

who after his release from prison had meetings in his home
for three years, was forced to stop all activities.
local TSPM church issued a

The

letter to Christians in the city

supporting the action of the Religious Affairs Bureau.

It

said that because the church leader had been deprived of his
civil rights for five years,
i11egB.1

(:38)

the meetings in his home were

But why did the government wait for

u

years

before closing down his meetings?
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He was charged with printing books and distributing
tapes without permission.
allows some foreign missionaries to carry out religious
activities in his home without the agreement of the China
Christian Council, thus harming the sovereignty of our church

The statement ended with a warning to others:
There are still according to our knowledge some rather
abnormal religious activities in existence in Guangdong.
We hope that they will seriously consider and draw a
lesson from this experience, quickly changing their attitude; and that they will uphold the policy of the TSPM
and be patriotic, law-abiding, going along the road of
'loving country and loving religion" and striving
together for the unity of the church (40).
Even so, 90-95X of the Christians in the house churches
still refuse to join the TSPM (41).
past history of the TSPM.

They still remember the

Some have spent many years in

prison because they have refused to join the TSPM.

They 'feel

that Christ is no longer head of the TSPM church, and,
therefore,

it is not the true church.

They also point out

that Bishop Ding and the TSPM leaders are not interested in
evangelism and an outreach to the large numbers of unreached
peoplE!.

One of Bishop Ding"s delegation members abroad said
December 27,

39.
Lj.(;

II

1982.

I b i clu

41.
According to the TSPM official report, there are
about three million members in the TSPM.
The total number of
Christians in China is at least fifty million according to
the Chinese Church Research Center in Hong Kong.

that he was 100 percent political and 100 percent spiritual

Many house church Christians are still very uncertain
about the government's future policy toward religion.

They

know that there are strong elements within the government
that believe religion is evil and must eventually be rooted
out of society. Christians fear that when once all believers
are forced to join TSPM it will be easier to enforce
regulations that will prevent the growth of the church.

There are six factors contributing to the rapid growth of
house churches throughout China:
All activities are centered on the Word

1.

of (30d.

The Bible is greatly prized, with passages copied bv

hand from other copies or while listening to gospel radio
br.3.odcasts.

The vast majority of believers have faith in the

evangelical truths of Scripture.

The top leaders of the TSPM

are generally liberal in theology, but it is the evangelical
gospel that has been the base for the great growth of
Christ's Church in China.
"
c.:

u

Experiencing answers to prayer through

thirty years of pressure and persecution has taught many
Chinese Christians about the power of prayer.
has depended entirely on God's power.

With no human support,

and surrounded by those seeking to destroy them, Christians
have been cast on God, and in simple faith have expected God
to hear their cry.

For the Church in China, prayer has been
Prayer had to have prioritv;

essential to its life.

it was

not only communion with God, but was also a way to share in
the spiritual conflict.

In answer to prayer,

the sick were

healed, Christians were able to endure suffering and those in
danger experienced protection.
The house churches are not associated

3.

with any foreign church or organization.

Chl-isti.:-:tns come

from different kinds of denominational backgrounds and have
fellowship on a local level.

Without any organizational

structure, they are not bothered with committee meetings,
reports, and the power politics so common in large organized
The Christians meet anywhere that is convenient,
whether in homes, city parks, open fields,

fishing boats,

cemeteries (funeral services are a good opportunity for open
witness), or on mountains (a good place for retreats).

The

Church is no longer a building, but truly the body of
believers among whom Christ dwells.
Most of the pastors who have been
trained in Bible schools or seminaries before 1949 are over
sixty or seventy years of age.

Many pastors have died in the

last thirty years while imprisoned.

God has raised up

leaders without formal theological training
preach and pastor.

In some areas there are quite extensive

systems of eldership, pastoral care and training.
Christians share their faith by their

c:.cJ •

lives and testimonies.

Many are burdened to travel at great

personal cost from village to village to lead meetings.
others quietly share their faith with relatives and close
They have learned that the Church could grow
through personal friendship and by the sincere one-to-one
sharing of faith.

The main method of witness in China today

is through the personal life-style and behavior of
Christians, accompanied by their proclamation of the gospel,
often at great personal risk.
raring and

~haring.

other's practical needs.

Christians care for each

Christians in China have impressed

non-believers with their love.

Such love creates a

tremendous force of spontaneous evangelism.

Their love and

concern even for those who have persecuted them has led to
the conversion of Communist cadres.

EXTERNAL STRATEGIES:
THE CHURCH OUTSIDE CHINA

To be more specific:

Can Christians outside China

minister to the Christians in China?
The anS·1;"F2r is

Ily(~S,

"

but

We have to understand that the Chinese government has no
love for any religion, much less that brought in by
Residence and travel permits tor

Christians from abroad.

Hospitals and schools are under

foreigners are limited.

direct government management.

There is no opportunity for

public preaching outside of the churches.
on the part of foreigners,

Christian activity

even with the best intentions,

would undoubtedly be perceived quite differently by Christian
Some would probably be enthusiastic.

However,

these do not negate the possibility that some

real weaknesses in the Church in China today could be
overcome by

"o\..l.ts.icjF2r~:;:,

ministries in radio,

..

II

There is no doubt that China

literature, research, teaching, and

prayer can play important roles in helping the Church in

But Christians outside of China must carefully weigh
I ,~~
'
i..j.

4'}

every move they make now and in the future.

The job could be

done through prayerful strategy and planning.

When foreign missionaries were driven out of China in
the early 1950'5, Gospel broadcasts from overseas began
comi-ng in.

Those first programs originated from the

facilities of the newly formed Far East Broadcast Company
(FEBC)

in t'1ani la

(t+3)

u

Since then the strength and quantity

of evengelical Gospel broadcasts have increased as new
facilities have been added.

In 1977, Trans World Radio (TWRl

joined with FEBC in sending the Good News through the air
into Chin,:::\ (yolt).

Later, many other organizations have

joined in producing programs for China, such as Overseas
Radio and Television, The Christian and Missionary Alliance,
Asian Outreach, Chinese Church Research Center, Christian
Communications Ltd., and many others.
There is no doubt that radio broadcasts are the most
effective way of preaching the Gospel in China today.
Although Christians outside of China have no way of knowing
how many people in China actually listen, Voice of Friendship
(FE8C) and Trans World

(TWR) are very popular among the

Christians and even non-Christians.

Before 1979,

listening
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forbidden, but many Christians and often other young people
would listen secretly at night, with their receivers hidden
Christians were encouraged and

under their bed rolls.

unbelievers were converted.
In 1979, the Chinese people were told that the Gospel
radio stations (such as FEBC and TWR) and other Western
stations (such as BSC and Voice of America) were no longer
Then, after 1982, the
TSPM warned Christians not to listen to the Gospel radio
stations.

Notices have even sometimes been posted

Their reasons

were~

l""

C"

\ '-t ....)} •

"(1) Christian broadcasting from outside

Three-Self principles, since the content is not controlled by
the TSPM; and (3) some of the programs are very Western and
thel-e-fol-e l..J.n":;u i tab 1 e

(Lj·6)

u

"

It is true that some programs may be too Westernized in
character, and some script writers and program producers
might lack the knowledge of Chinese contemporary terminology,
but the Christian broadcasters can avoid some of these
problems through some strategies.
Since most of the programming is produced in Hong Kong,
and since Hong Kong is to revest to China

---------------------

Regal Books,

1985), p.209.

iIi 1997, the

writer suggests that the following strategies for the radio
ministry to China should be considered:
1.

Western radio ministries should turn the work over

to local Chinese Christians as a way of making Gospel radio
more acceptable to the Chinese qovernment before and after
1997.

2.

Chinese churches worldwide should support these

radio ministries and not depend on foreign sources.
3.

The radio programs should be prepared by Chinese

Christians who know the Scriptures and understand Chinese
thought patterns.
4.

Christians outside of China should encourage gifted

Mainland Chinese Christians who have moved out of Mainland
China and who have had formal Bible Dr communication training
to hear the call of God to this strategic radio ministry.
5.

Although programs currently go out in at least five

dialects (Mandarin, Cantonuese, Shanghainese, Swatow, and
Amoy), over fifty minority groups (67 million people)
China remain virtually untouched by the Gospel

in

(47).

Perhaps the time has come to adopt a strategy of
narrowcasting -- dividing up the available airtime into small
segments aimed at specific language groups.

Such a. ·5trc:..tecJY

would require greater cooperation and sharing of resources
among the various programmers, possibly to the extent of

y. ;"

Br·f2nt Fu 1. ton:,

"r.3ospe 1. 1/'.)€:\ve·5,"

giving each one sole responsibility for a particular audience

According to the population statistics, of the more
than one billion people in China today, half are under the
age of 20, of which 200 million are teenagers; 65 percent are
under 30, which means that there are 650 million people in
Will they hear of Jesus Christ from

that age bracket (48).

A

the church or their parents?
document distributed among party officials states
"inculca.ting l-eligious thinkin(;J in youths under 18

lea.ding

01-

children to participate in religious activities j~ not
The "Ten CommandilH'2nts" of Henan

acceptable (49),"

province's TSPM include:
to persons under 18 years of age.

Do not sing religious
Do not pray every

sonqs to youths under 18 years of age.
day, only on Sundays,

1< i:2 e p

"1- eli
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ion t

0
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(50)
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So the radio programs for young people and children are
Some special programs dealing with science
and other subjects will

interest young listeners.

teaching English is another good area for study,

it offers

listeners the opportunity to learn another language and giv~
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51
the programmers the opportunity to introduce various topics
related to the Gospel.

Gospel radio could have significant

impact upon China's future generation of leaders.
For China's rural population of approximately 800
million,

it is the largest group of the listeners.

The r.:.".dio

programmers should plan and produce various programs to meet

For the past ten years, many people, young and old, have
come to believe in Jesus Christ.

These new Christians need

to be nourished in sound Christian doctrines, but there are
not enough house church pastors and evangelists with the
necessary Biblical knowledge and theological training to do
the job.

Because of this, many of these new believers have

turned to self-proclaimed preachers who have no Biblical
Heresies and superstitions have broken out
in many areas of China, which have not only hindered the work
of evangelism, but have also brought about apostasy in the
Church (51).

Therefore, broadcasting seems to be the most

effective way to bring the necessary instructions to the
house church preachers.
According to the research,

there are about 260 hours per

week of Christian broadcasting into China (52).

Bu.t u.p

to

noW most of the existing radio programs have been directed to
the non-Christians in China.

Current program contents range

from pre-evangelistic and evangelistic materials to music and
the teaching of English.

These are valuable in themselves,

but the Christian broadcaster needs to consider providing
more theological education for the leadership training.
The research from the Chinese Church Research Center has
shown that there are around 50 million believers in China.
It is likely that around 80% of these are rural people.
usually meet in one another's homes, some in very small
groups and others in rather large groups.

These !;:)'t-oups

average about 75 people per group and there are perhaps two
or three persons per group who exercise leadership.
there may be around 1.3 million Christians who exercise some
kind of a leadership role in the house churches.
these new leaders are younger people in their 20's and 30's
Thel-efore, the neces<.:::·a.l-·y' theo I

0';]

i ca. I

these young house church leaders is urgent.

tr a. i n i n';l for
The

radio training programs should include not just basic
biblical training, but broad curricula, such as Systematic
Theology, Chinese Church History, Biblical Theology,
Apologetics, and even the Second Coming of Christ.

(It

is

illegal to preach on the Second Coming of Christ from both
TSPM and house churches.>
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Following the broadcasts, the programs could be compiled
on cassette tapes.

Future plans call for providing these

tapes to house church leaders and itinerant preachers, who
will use them to train others for ministry and thus multiply
the impact of the programs.

Then the courses could be

published and the books also made available to Christian
leaders as permanent ministry tools and reference works.

The

combination of radio, tape and literature ministry is one of
the most effective ways to train the house church leadership.
Cassette recorders with short wave radio are also a
useful tool for house church leaders.

They can reproduce

some of their good sermons and make them available to faraway
listen to and record

village churches.
training programs.

But very few house churches have cassette

An effective way to provide such materials is to
cooperate with a certain contact, a mature, wise Christian
leader in a trade city in China.
materials to known church leaders.

They then distribute these
It also can be done

through a combined effort in the tourist cities, Christians
from Hong Kong, and Christians from various parts of the

For many years Chinese Christians were almost completely
deprived of Bibles and books that could build up their faith.
Without Christian literature, the Church becomes spiritually
80 it is not surprising that, when

communications were again opened with China, the great cry
was for Bibles and literature.
What is the need for Bibles in China today?
this,

To answer

the number of Christians should be dealt with.

Bishop

Ding stated recently that China's Protestant Christians
The estimates of
ministries working closely with China vary.
believers would seem a reasonable mean.

Fifty million

(There were several

different sources from China which place the number of
believers at 100 million!)

If, as the Christians outside

China believe, there are about 5 million Bibles, New Testaments and scripture portions in China today,

including TSPM

(55), then somewhere between 90% and 95% of the Chinese
Christians do not possess a Bible or portion of it.
The TSPM's position has been that the needed Bibles must
be supplied from within China.

The Chinese government and

the TSPM leaders deeply resent the smuggling of Bibles into
They believe that these activities are flagrant
violations of the sovereignty of their nation and church.
Open Doors and Brother Andrew International believed
that although large deliveries of Bibles might violate
China's sovereignty, God's authority is higher than
government's sovereignty.

On June 18, 1981, Open Doors towed
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a barge with waterproof packages of a million Bibles to a
l:Jf2i::ich

in Southf2l"'n Chin.:;:...
There,

(This OP''2r-'::"i.tio·(I wa.s cel.lled I'ProjF:ct

they delivered the Bibles to some 20,000

Christians with many tr-ucks on the beach to pick them up.
Although they were discover-ed by police, Open Doors was later
told that the Christians gather-ed at least 60-80% of the
Such attempts at Bible smuggling is dangerous

Bib l(:?s (5·:.J).

for Chr-istians in any way involved, and is sure to

increase

the surveillance of the government over all Christian groups.
Even after- Project Pearl, Bibles still remain the number
one need of Christians in China.
effectively meet this need.

The question is how to most

The ideal situation would be to

secure the good will of the Chinese government to permit free
import of Bibles into China from the West under the auspices
that these could be distributed legally

I,>J

•

1

..1..'

I.·n 1• ri

C;hina.
In 1985,

the Amity Foundation (A joint organization of

the TSPM and over-seas Chinese Chr-istian businessmen)
United Bible Societies (UBS)

announced a

and the

joint plan for- the

establishment of a modern pr-inting facility in China which
will give pr-ior-ity to the pr-inting of Bibles and Testaments
and other Chr-istian publications (57).
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projects emphasize China's socIal needs.

Although this is a

limited opportunity, the foundation itself already took a
pc)siti"v'e step.
Can tourists solve the need for Bibles and Christian
literature?

When tourists take Bibles into China in their

luggage, China takes a lenient attitude.
regarded as contraband, and so taking them in is not in any
sense ille(;]3.1.
does d i ScoLu-age

It cannot be called smuggling.
,

I'
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But customs

n large quantities by impounding

large numbers discovered in spot checks.

Hong Kong B.nd

overseas Chinese Christians need to be encouraged to take
Bibles with them when they visit their relatives in China.

l
(
~

l
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According to the Chinese official report, more

than 13

million Hong Kong and overseas Chinese visiting China in 1986
(58) •

Obviously, getting the Scriptures and Christian

literatures into China through overseas Chinese Christians j~
an excellent opportunity.
The Christians in China also do not have background
information on the Bible.

So they need Bible study tools

like concordances and books on biblical history, church
history, systematic theology, principles of interpretation,
These materials are particularly needed for the
house church leaders.
Other tracts and booklets which were written by house
_._M ________________________________ _

November 24,

1986.

church leaders in China were formerly produced by mimeograph,
but it was poor in quality and limited in quantity.

[;-..ih2.t

Christians outside China can do is to take their manuscripts,
polish them up, print them in Hong Kong, give the printed
materlals back to them, and let them distribute their own

Publishing and distribution are not the only problems.
The Church in China needs writers who are able to express the
faith in ways their people can understand.

A writing program

needs to be developed, and Chinese Christians, as well as
Chinese theologians living in the West, need to be encouraged
to face the challenge of presenting the gospel to
intellectuals..

Others must consider creating ways of

explaining the message of Christ to the millions of country
people with low levels of education.

China is a socialist state that has made several drastic
and rapid ideological and social changes during the last
She has moved from a traditional imperial
rule to a faltering democracy, and from an autocratic
democracy to the dictatorship of the proletariat.

Her

society has gone from a stagnant Confucianist ideology to a
loosely open semi-feudalistic democratic society, and from
that to a socialist-collective society.
China is still in process.

The convulsion of

In seeking to plant the seed of

the Gospel into China's soil today, the Christian church must

have a comprehensive and sound analytical knowledge of the
multiple facets and changes of Chinese historical, social,and
political realities.

The function of research,

therefore,

i~

to understand and to interpret these realities and changes
for the Church and its mission.
specialists in Hong Kong.

There are many China

Most are engaged in studying

China's political scene. Very few are involved in the sutdy
of the people's lifestyle and religion -- particularly the
latter.

Christians in a free society should have a deep

interest in the Church in China -- not merely as onlookers,
but to improve their knowledge and so be able to prav more
effectively.
Gospel.

God is able to re-open the door of China to the

Christians outside China should be studying China

and preparing themselves for such an event.
Currently, the Chinese Church Research Center, Christian
Communication, Ltd., and Asian Outreach all have excellent
research programs on the Chinese Church.

These research

groups are very important to the current ministry to China.
Without research there could be much wasted effort.
One important principle is that a researcher must be
careful to use accurate information.

The information usually

comes from two different sources, published and unpublished.
With most published information in China, there is usually
informal circulation of the information well beforehand,
sometimes orally.

But all publications are controlled to

some extent by the Communist Party, and so documentary

1:::"0

.,,~I
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evidence from China and should be handled with care.
reports, accounts of travelers, relayed messages,
hand-written letters, hand-written copies of internal
documents are all unpublished sources.
has to be evaluated.

This kind of source

Christian researchers must consider

whether the information comes in from a house church leader
or from a chance meeting of someone in the street.
message a personal opinion of the information or does he or
she carry a report of the consensus of a number of leaders?
Is the report confirmed by more than one source?

China's Four Modernization policy needs large numbers of

nation.

Not only English teachers, but also other

specialists are needed.
key universities.
-fill€~d

.

Most of them serve on contract in

Usually more openings exist than can be

Salaries, 400 to 800 yuan per month, are paid by the

government or the university (59),

and are usually for one

year though they can often be renewed.

Foreign experts live

in special dormitories, and free furnished three or four room
apartments are supplied by the university.
Chinese official report,

last year there were 10,000 foreign

experts serVIng in China (60) .
r.:.~
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Currency exchange rate:
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Y371.00 (yuan).

gives increased opportunities for Christians to enter China.
Increasing numbers of Christians are finding opportunity
They cannot engage in active

there through secular postions.

evangelism, but they can reveal the true meaning of the
Christian life through the quality of their lives.
th('2 "tf:?ntma.ker"

Becaus.e

is a SpeCiE!l ized pe·l-s.on, hl"2 Ol- sh'"2 needs

special qualifications.

The writer would like to contribute

his best knowledge in giving some suggestions to this kind of
bi-vocational worker.
They must have spiritual preparation.

1.

constant observation,

they will feel

isolation from other

Christians, and will be bewildered by culture shock as well
as being frustrated
with other difficulties.

2.

PI CI'''I i nE:SE! proverb a.d···./ i '5es,

country,
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II

~'.lhenevel- you enter a.

inquire as to what is forbidden; when you cross a
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Cros'5-cul tur.::;;.l

communication is an important key for the tentmakers or
be-vocational workers.
pray first and act last.

Keep the principle:

I

II

They should beqin to prepare before

;~
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They
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understandino of the histor v

the Christian Church in China,
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the TSPM, and the house
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They should understand the government's attitude
Secretive Christian penetration is

61

So they should keep their faith openly.

not appreciated.
6.

They should spend some time in a Chinese church

before going to China.

They should eat and live with a

Chinese family, especially a family from Mainland China, and
absorb some of the aspects of a Chinese lifestyle.

The writer believes the basic strategy is to have men of
prayer ready to evangelize China.

Prayer for China has been

widely offered by Churches throughout the world.
in China greatly appreciate this spiritual ministry. However,
communication between the needs of believers and the praying
CC)iTIITlun
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Praver can be mace:
1.

For China"s success in modernization.

2.

For an improved standard of living.

3.

For wisdom for China's leaders.

4.

For greater liberty to be given to Christians tD

worship openly and to witness freely.
5.

For all the house church meetings,

large and small,

throughout China.
o.
4(

For the house church leaders,

united, preserved from error

that they may be ~2pt

given all wisdom in relatiGn ~D

I

(
f

(
1
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For the Christians who are prepared to accept

government sponsored organizations and the Christians whG

have maintained an independent witness with the cost of great

8.

For the scriptures already in print in China and the

new script Bible available in Hong Kong to be allowed into
China in arger quanitities.

9.

For the freedom to import Christian literature into

Ch in.:::!.
10.

For the FEBC,

the TWR, and other Christian

broadcasting organizations.
11.

For thousands of Mainland Chinese students who are

studying or will be studying in America and in Europe;

that

the churches may be alive to the opportunities for witnessing

12.

For the Christian experts in many fields who are

invited or will be invited to assist in China's modernization

13.

For China's one billion souls.

)
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Since 197:::l:1 Chin·3.'s. nE?It·! "open dOOi-
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send students and scholars overseas to obtain up-to-date
training, especially in technical fields.

I
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China make up for the time lost because of the political
turmoil of the Cultural Revolution.

In the years 1978-86

more than 55,000 Chinese were sent abroad to continue their

I

1

Of these,

45,000 were supported by the state, and

63
10,000 were self-supporting (61).

This figure is already

triple the number of students sent abroad for the twenty year
period 1958-1977.

At anyone time about 10,000 of these

students are studying in the United States (62).
The number of those sent abroad appears to be rising
In 1983 it was 3,000, but in 1985 11,000 (63).
Despite this, competition to study abroad is fierce, and only
a fraction of those interested received needed official
permission to enter foreign universities.

Irl 19:36 only 18

out of 10,000 people in China were university students (or
0.18%) and of this very

small number only a minute

percentage were allowed to go abroad (64).
Throughout Chinese history, highly-skilled Chinese who
went overseas to study and returned their return, have had a
significant impact on their country.

Strategies for reaching

Chinese students abroad should also have a significant impact
on Chinese Christianity in the future.
Understanding Students from Mainland China
These Mainland Chinese students who come to the United
States or Europe from a totally different environment and
-------------------------
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In 1986,

1.8 million students studied in 1,016
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culture are even different even from that of overseas
Chinese.
Many of their attitudes have not only been influenced by
Maoist Communism but also by underlying traditional Chinese

They fall mainly into three groups.

First, there are

the senior scholars who have been sent by the government and
who are usually professors or research scientists, coming to
Many of them suffered during the

work for a year or two.

Cultural Revolution and tend to be very cautious.

Second,

there are younger graduates who hav~ been in government
service for at least two years (65)
politically reliable.

and are regarded as

They may be allowed to stay as long as

five years to work for a Ph.D.

During this lbng period they

are allowed to return home to visit their families once at
government expense.
v i sa ~3

(6{~).

Third,

These two groups of students hold J-1
there are the private-sponsored

students. They are either sponsored by their relaiives,
friends, or under scholarship programs.

They

h-3.v(~

F-1

!I

student visas (67).

\

permanent residence status in the United States and other

II
!

~
\

Almost everyone of this group of

students plans to stay as long as possible and tries to get

-------------_.. - ....-----------------_.---

65.
College graduates are required to have been in
government service ~or two years before they go abroad for
further education.
66.
The J-1 visa is for visiting scholars and graduate
students sponsored by the Chinese government.
The Chinese
and U.S. governments have an agreement that these students
cannot apply for U.S. permanent residentship.
So they have
to go back to China right after their graduation.

Western countries.

Many Chinese students from Hong Kong,

Taiwan, and other Southeast Asian countries seek the same

students from mainland China.
(c<'::\P anel

qOltHi),

and rher-zi

£:.bi:·zi

(car).

(It.d.ff:?), §:.r::--·zi

(son),

-fa.ng-~i.

(house),

Therefore the emphasis of the ministry to

the Mainland Chinese students should be on the first two
groups.
In the last few years, the Chinese educational system
has been completely remodelled in an effort to raise up a new
generation of qualified specialists to fill the void created
by the mindless equalitarianism of the Cultural Revolution
period when all

intellectuals were regarded with suspicion.

Those who study abroad are,

in the case of older

professionals, already highly trained in their specific
fields .

Those who are younger are the children of

intellectuals or government officials and,

in most cases, the

highly intelligent.
For the most part, mainland stUdents study hard and take
li'(,;:; seriousl·/.

They have little comprehension or sympathy

for Western students who spend a
and listening to pop music.

lot of time going to parties

For this reason,

they may

politely refuse the invitations to
a waste of their valuable time.

There will always be

(67 . ) Students who hold F-l visas can be allowed to
apply for permanent residenship in the U . S. through job
opportunity and marriage to a U .. S. citizen and resident.

d eF:~ITI
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exceptions to the rule.

The younger the students are,

the

more willing they tend to be to become involved in a wide
scope of activities.

80me of them have a genuine desire to

build up their country while others may be more intent on
furthering their own career.
In general, Chinese students abroad live simply.

The

majority receive fairly modest funding from their
government, which allows for tuition fees, board, and a small
amount of pocket money.

Often, Chinese students live

together in their university or college dormitories, taking
turns to cook for each other.

In some cases the Chinese

government has bought apartments for its students and this
can further

isolate them from their host country.

To the Chinese, many Westerners may seem materially
selfish,

lazy, and over-individualistic.

Living and studying

in such an alien environment can cause tensions.

Many of the

older scientists and other post-graduates have wives and
families back in China from whom they are separated for as
long as two or three years without the possibility of any
holiday to go back to visit them.

Beyond loneliness, other

strains may result from learning or constantly using English,
from the pressure to study hard, even from adjusting to
Western food,

if they are placed in a position where they are

unable to cook Chinese food for themselves.
may result from political

pr~ssures.

Another strain

If it is found out by

the Chinese government that Chinese scholars or students are

Of

planning on not going back to China, they may face the
immediate threat of being sent back to China and face some
kind of punishment.

According to the writer's understanding,

there are over 100 Chinese scholars seeking political asylum
now in the United States.

The fact that a few have been

known to commit suicide shows that these pressures do exist.
many of these scholars and students wish to immigrate to
Western countries because of the freedom and material
richness.

When they have found out this is hopeless and that

they have to go back to their nation,

they experience great

depression.
The most important thing is to know the universal need
of the Gospel, and so approach Chinese students as any other
human beings,with all their aspirations of life, work and
succes, frustrations and fears, and above all,
divine indwelling.

their need for

Christians outside China should also know

that as future leaders in China communicating the Gospel to
these students is of utmost importance.
Making Friends with Mainland Chinese Students
In making friends with Chinese students, Western
Christians must trust the Lord to guide them to the right
person or persons at the right time.
wisdom is vital.

Prayer for guidance and

Those who work Dr study at colleges and

universities where Mainland Chinese are also studying have
many opportunities for making contact.
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No one can prescribe how to develop a friendship.
However,

the following are some of the activities Christians

can enjoy together with Chinese students which may be helpful
suggestions:
Invitation to a meal at home with the family.
_ Practicing English conversation or helping them
understand a difficult word or passage in a book.
Invitation to a meal at a restaurant.
Accepting an invitiation to eat a Chinese meal with
them and learn how to cook Chinese recipes.
Visit places of historical interest.
Visit a school or hospital.
Going to church together.
Invitation to a Christian wedding ceremony (especially
for the Chinese girls).
Knowing that these students are under heavy study loads,
what they need is largely non-programmed, recreational time.
So the suggestion is not to invite them to go out too
frequently.

But also, do not invite them so infrequently

that Christians never really get to know them.
about once a month is right.

Probably

During times of greater study

pressure, such as mid-term and final exams and deadlines,
they may enjoy having a meal with Christian friends, but they
cannot come for an entire afternoon or evening.

At other

times, he may even be interested in staying overnight in
one's house if he 1S permitted to do so.

Seeing a mOV1e or

watching television is not a good idea because Christians can
not communicate with them during that time.
activity that involves meeting many of one's friends is not a
good idea either.
Christians can expect some difficulties in communicating
their English is probably broken, and they will not be
able to express their ~houghts as completely as they would
Talk a little slower than usual, but not too slow.
The most important thing is to pronounce one's words clearly
and be ready to repeat one's question or comment in different
Never repeat something the exact same way in a
loud':2r voice.
time,

1~

1S

not that they can not hear the first

it is that one does not say it in a way that they

undei-stand.
Christians can talk about virtually any subject that
intersts both of the parties.
comprehension is very high,

The students'

listening

they are probably brilliant, and
Search for some common

interests to talk about -- hobbies, family, professional
The Chinese students are interested in learning
about society and life in the host country.
education system is a good topic too.

Ti···le

IOCE,.1

Explain one's favor-

ite interests to them, whether it is local or national
politics,

the stock market, or football.

There are at least two specific areas which Western
Christians should not bring up.

One is asking about their

past under the Communist government in China.

Th i s· is

2.n

....., ....
/ ~)

area often related to very dark experiences and an area which
China is publically repudiating today.

They may bring it up

themselves eventually, but the host never should raise the
sub j !':?ct.

The other area is comparing any western countries

with ChiTi';:'.•

Comparisons between advanced countries and

developing countries always prove embarrasing to the latter.
China today should be compared to China in history so that
Christians can genuinely talk about the tremendous progress
Ch i n2. has made.
Religion is a topic that will come up naturally.

It

is

worth waiting for this because when it comes naturally,
talking about it will be far more meaningful!
In general, making friends with Mainland Chinese
students should be an all-rounded approach, rather than a
narr-ott! cO'ncentl-ation on pUl-r':?ly "spl-itu..3.1"
communication.

Also, as friendship

activities a.nd

is a two-way affair,

Christians should seek to learn from them and to appreciate
the richness of Chinese culture.
Witnessing to Mainland Chinese Students
Witnessing to Chinese students depends a

lot on the

relationship of trust and friendship already established.
There is a real need to pray for patience and discernment, to
know the right moment to present that aspect of the Gospel
most suited to the particular student's need.
An indirect approach may be best at first.

The

Christian festivals, especially Christmas, present

71

opportunities for

inviting students to carol services and

other Christian activities where there will be a clear Gospel
message.
culture,

Many have a keen interest in all aspects of Western
including religion.

Some have visited churches and
Some feel

Christian activities on their own initiative.

happier to attend a church, or Christian meeting if they can
later tell their embassy that they went out of interest in
American culture.
turn up

If some politely refuse, or never seem to

they may have their own reasons.

But do not use

that as an excuse to give up on them.
One excellent way of attracting mainland students is to
arrange a dinner, or other meal, for the particular
professional group, such as doctors, scientists, or other
group.

A Christian speaker, who is also a member of that

particular profession, may attract more interest than a
minister or other lay Christian.

However,

it is wiser not to

have such functions specifically for Mainland Chinese, but
rather for foreign students in general, so that they will not
There is no reason why they

feel conspicuous in attending.
should not be invited to church.

A Gothic cathedral with a

handful of old ladies may interest them as ~ cultural museum
piece.

But it may be better to take them to simple, more

modern buildings,-rather than Gothic churches.
Witness through personal conversation is another good
way.

When the topic of religion comes up naturally, start

with the basic ideas

Who

1S

God?

Where did the universe

come from?

Who is Jesus?

What did He do?

How do you know?

Review your own personal salvation experience and viewpoints.
Be ready for sharp questions about the Bible, Christian
doctrines, and the history of Christianity.

Explain the

influence of Christianity on modern science,

law, and arts.

Later on,

if the students seem interested and

comfortable with the idea,

it may be good to invite them to a

special meeting or a concert in the church.

This would be

better than going to a full worship service first.

Taking

them to morning church if they stay over Saturday night, may
interest them.

But taking them to both Sunday School and

church would probably not be appropriate.
When a student shows genuine spiritual concern, do not
News

tell everyone in the church or other Christian friends.

Some

gets around, and that may cause difficulties for him.

students are frightened that their embassy will find out
about their interest or new found faith.
should be respected.
students,

..l:

,.

Their leellng

If they are living with other Chinese

it may be necessary not to talk about spiritual

things when others are around, and even to take them to a
church some distance from the neighborhood or possibly home.
Remember that to become a Christian for them is a serious

I

decision which,

f

means give them Bibles (in English, and in the Chinese

~

I
II

I

t

in the future, could bring persecution upon

them in China, and may even cause them difficulties.

Bv

simplified script) and good, simple Christian literature

all

which will help them when they go back.

There are some

Chinese and American Christian organizations involved in the
printing and distribution of the Chinese Bibles, booklets,
and Christian literatures to Mainland China and Chinese
scholars in the United States.

There are the American Bible

Society (New York), the Christian Literature Crusade (Fort
Washington, PA 19034), the Ambassadors for Christ (P.O. Box
AFC, Paradise, PA 17562-0276), the Christian Communications
Ltd. of North America (313 West 23rd Street, Suite 202,
Chicago, IL 60616), the Pray for China Fellowhip (P.O. Box
4037, Berkley, CA 94704), and the Chinese Christian Mission
(951 Petaluma Blvd, S. Petaluma, CA 94953).

CHAPTER VI
OVERALL STRATEGIES;

CONCLUSION

Over all, the Church in China is a Church which has
impressed non-believers through patience and faithfulness in
the midst of suffering.

People who have become frustrated

and hopeless have seen among Christians manifestations of the
power of God and the love of Christ as they have comforted
those in trouble, often seeing the healing power of the
Gospel

in body and minds.

Often the seed has been thrown into the ground and has
But from it there springs forth life.

died.

China is not dead.

The Church in

While in relation to the vast population

the percentage of Christians may seem to be very small
indeed, God is continuing to preserve a people for Himself
and that China will not be left without the light of the
Gospel.
It is important that Christians outside China should
understand the following qualities which have enabled the
Church in China to remain true in spite of great
difficulties:
74

2

The Church has been purified by suffering.

1 ..

There

are no ulterior motives for people joining the Church.
2.

Love and loyalty to the Lord Jesus is central in the

thinking of the Chinese Christians.

They realize that faith

in Christ involves obedience and the taking up of the cross.

3.

The power of prayer has become very real to them.

They experience the healing ministry of the Holy Spirit and
see other people delivered from disease and the oppression of
evil spirits in answer to prayer.
I;'

If

Loyalty to one another is essential.

learned to uphold one another in times of difficulty and
realize the importance of mutual trust, for if one betrays
the group, great suffering follows.

5.

A Church that is rooted in the home and integrated

into the family system finds itself less bound by the Western
trappings of the past.

The organizations and types of

meetings so familiar to Christians in the West do not apply
to the Church in China.
6..

It

1S

a Church which witnesses more by actions

rather than words.

There is little opportunity for preaching

to the non-Christian world.

The Christians show their faith

by lowly acts of service and love to their neighbors.
The Word of God is precious.

Although they lack

teaching and suffer from the scarcity of the Scriptures and
other Christian literature, they show their love for the
th'?2
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Scripture.
It is our conviction, that it is the will of God that
every man, woman, boy, and girl in China hear the Gospel.
If man is going to accept or reject Jesus Christ, then man
must have the opportunity to know of Jesus Christ.

We

believe that one quarter of the human race has not been
forgotten by God.
sovereign plan,
possible.

God,

in His sovereign power and His

is going to make the evangelization of China

I believe that the time for a massive thrust is

not very far away.

Therefore,

it is absolutely essential

that we do as much as we can now in preparing for what we
believe God is going to do,

lest we be caught shorthanded and

unprepared for the moving of the Holy Spirit.
It is my personal conviction that the Church of Jesus
Christ must be deeply involved now in preparation for that
great ingathering.

This of course is in addition to what the

Holy Spirit Himself is doing now to prepare the people and
the Church of China for revival.

God in His Sovereidnty has

certainly been working in China.
The Church is one Body.

The Church in China is a part

of the universal Body of Christ.
concerned.

We must be available.

We must be involved and
When one portion of the

Body is in need, then the balance of the Body must be ready
to respond to that need.

The writer believes that it is the

responsibility and the obligation of Christians outside of
China to be involved now in what God is going to do in the

land of China before Jesus comes.
Ministry to China must be distinguished from the efforts
of the Church inside China.

Both efforts must proceed with

It.Je mus:.t "Spc).r-.:=: not,"
ad

jU.l-f.?S

us.

as Is;.::-tiah the F'ropr",et

Above all, we must work in harmony with China's

living Church and the Chu.rch around the world towards the
strengthening of China's Church and the evangelization of her
one billion souls.
On the other hand, Western Christians' action without
prudence and caution might bring trouble to Chinese
Christians in these uncertain days of continued control of
So, Christians outside of China need to be careful
with the way that they treat China and the practices they use
in presenting the Gospel.
Although it is impossible for Western Christians to go
into China as missionaries, massive radio transmitters can be
beaming the message into China, specially targeted literature
which, written by expert editors and writers, can be
delIvered to China, and dedicated and qualified Christian
educators and medical personnel can become a part of the
witness of the Church in China.

Beyond this, research

groups, oversea Chinese Christians, foreign mission agencies,
and Christian tourists can join hands together as a powerful
mission force to push the evangelization in China.
The time has come for God's people to respond in love
China offers the greatest challenge to the Church
since the Great Commission was first issued.
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Japanese bomb Pearl Harbor.
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Septemeber:
Mao Zedong dies.
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The Four
j"1oderr, i Z,3, t ions.
"Billboa,'C',j Democl-',3CY." U.S" PreS',id i2nt
Jimmy Carter announces recognition of
PF:C.
Mo En Church reopens.
First public worship service in Shanghai in thirteen
years.
Churches across China begin to
open.
Bishop K.H. Ting leads first delegation of Christian leaders from PRC to
visit U.S.
Formation of the Chinese Christian
Council
NCC delegation from U.S. invited to China
in first officail visit.
Twelfth Party Congress adopts new constitu,tic,n.
Anti-spiritual Pollution Movement.
Universities' students hold democracy
demonstration in 12 large cities.
Hu Yaobang resigned. Hu was replaced by
:;:~h.::I.O
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( E{ E' i j i '-I f;] ~
Foreign Languages Press, 1981):
64-5.

China:

830,000 Elementary schools with 130 million student, 5.4
million teachers.
100,000 Secondary schools with 51 million students, 2.1
mi 11 ion tea.chel-~';
1,016 Colleges/Universities with 1,8 million students
116 Medical Colleges with 157,000 students
30% of teachers in elementary and secondary schools not
properly qualified

Of this year's university graduates~
69% were assigned to State directed jobs
21% entered jobs by negotiation,
10% to engage in postgraduate studies.
China only has 20,000 professional & part-time lawyers, bU.t
will need at least 300,000 by 2i)(} {::;
graduate in law each year from China's colleges!
C LU- \- en t I Y t. '::;'. k :i. n i.J
correspondence courses in 1.::H·" •
Il

[)::

94,000 minorit.y people now study in universit.ies I.e. 119%
more than in 1980 and 38% more than 1983/4.
60% of the minority population (67 million) are still either
illiterat.e or semi-illit.eracy in China being about. 23%.
(8()'::~~

i

Yl

:l c.?Lt-9 :.

By 1990 enrollment. in fullt.ime vocational & t.echnical schools
(at. second~ry level) is expect.ed t.o be 3.6 million, an
increase of 65% over 1985 .
.~, iJ'...I.oted

-f',-Oi'Ci "The Fr:DOp:!.t?"'':s I_if(:;:; ..-._. SpellincJ It. Out In
Sta.tistic~5,
f~.rE~i:'__ -fD\:.-1~b...t~C.!.:~~t '7L:j. (:3ep"
[iet II' 1981.::..)
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Summary of materials on the strengthening of controls on
Christianity (for internal use).
1.
Why should our country enact a policy of freedom of
religious belief?

We are a socialist country directed by Marxism-Leninism
and the thought of Mao Zedong.
The communist party is
atheistic and does not approve of the idealistic world-view
of religion.
Our general policy toward religion is
step-by-step to weaken its influence, to reduce its domain,
and to hasten its destruction.
But this is a long-range
historical task.
What is religion? Religion is the opium
which poisons the people.
In certain historical conditions,
religion arises from certain people who lack culture and
knowledge as well as the theories of Marxism and the thought
of Mao Zendong.
They do not understand natural phenomena
(such as wind, rain, thunder, and lightening), nor social
realities (such as class oppression, human inter-relationships, material wealth, etc.).
Because of this, they seek help
from some mys~erious power (illusions, idealism, etc.).
It
is a soclal and intellectual phenomenon.
Why i~ it said that destruction of religion is a longrange historical task?
Because the birth, growth, and death
of religion has social (i.e. political and economic) and
cognitive origins.
It is unrealistic that religion will very
quickly disappear following the development of the socialist
enterprise.
It is even more incorrect to think of
"ercl.dicating )-I2,lildion'l in a sho)-t time b'l' a. method of
administrative fiat.
Only through the entire process of
socialist reconstruction will religion's pow~r and influence
be weakened naturally, indirectly, and tactically by
eradicating the roots on which religion depends for its
existence and by raising the level of people's knowledge.
The policy of the freedom of religious belief is a correct
response to the laws of the production, expansion, and demise
of religion.
It realizes correctly the guiding principles of
the correct policy for handling religious problems.
2.

bF2l

i(::.~-F

is the party's policy on the freedom of religious
correctly
and fully comprehended?
bl??

Ho~,.j

tC)

OU.'{- con,:;t i tut i o):"{ dE.~c)-~?es,
II Cit i zens:, of th,?? F'eop 1. e' s
Republic of China who are 18 years old have freedom of
religious belief, and they also have the freedom not to
b F2 I i 12, V 15'! j. n '1- I:? 1 i g i 0 I, a. "II d t c< pro p .:::'. iJ .'3. t I?? 2. the i ':; in •
1. )
Religious workers have the freedom to propagate theism and
II

(

the validity of religion in legally recognized places.
Non-believers also have the freedom to propagate atheism.
But to avoid unneccessary disputes between believers and
non-believers, the believers may not propagate religion
outside of churches, nor may non-believers propagate
scientific atheism within the churches.

n,

3.
What are the legitimate religious activities, and
what are illegitimate religious activites?
As citizens of the People"s Republic of China, whether
we are believers or non-believers, we all have the obligation
to fervently love our country, support socialism, and uphold
the leadership of the communist party.
Given these premises,
the following activities are legitimate:
1)

2)
3)
4)

People are allowed in their thoughts to believe in
1-el ig ion.
Believing masses may study scriptures, pray, and hold
meetings in their homes.
Believing masses may go to lawfully recognized
places to carry out collective religious activities.
Religious leaders may conduct religious activities in
places legally recognized for religious activitesn

The above are all legitimate religious activities; they are
legal and entitiled to the government's protection.
The following things go beyond the bounds of religious
ac t i . ../ i ties:· :

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

!)

8)

'::J
To instill religious thinking in one less that 1 '-'
years old~ to lead a child or young person to
participate in religious activities.
To interfere with politics, education, or marriage.
To disrupt production or social order.
To engage in economic exploitation under the name of
offerings, to engage in financial deception, or to
harm a person's health.
To use communal property for religious activities.
To restore religious privileges and oppressive,
exploitative systems which have already been
abo 1 i ~=.hed .
To ask for or receive gifts from abroad and/or
propaganda materials from Hong Kong or Macao.
To travel from place to place for free itinerant
i;? ....j i:il '11

g Ii?- I i:; ITI

•

The above ltems are all illegitimate and not permitted.
must not allow things to drift~ but must stop these
activities through education.
When the cases are serious, they must be dealt with

7
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We

severely.
As for elements who use wild religious talk to
deceive the masses, who cheat others out of their money, or
who wear outer garments of religion in order +n promote
counter-revolutionary activities - these are no longer
religious problems, but political problems.
We must
thoroughly disclose these acts and firmly halt them.
As for
those among them who have already committed crimes, they must
be punished according to law without mercy.
4.
How should the places of Protestant Christian
meetings be managed?
Collective religious activities ought to be conducted in
legally recognized places.
Our country's pastors are very few,
and there are not many believers who have received baptism.
The vast majority of the masses who have become believers in
the last two or three years do not have a religious knowledge
which corresponds to their faith.
These people engage in
cong1-E'gat i or.al C•. ct i vi ties u."nder the s i gnboa.l-d of "hclus.e
mi-'?etin(::js" a.nd a1-e very co·c"ifI..J.sir.g.
These meetings a1-e not
profitable for production.
On the contrary, they disrupt
social order.
Therefore, they are not legitimate.
We must
control their illegitimate meetings and select methods of
educating them by persuasion and dissuading them by positive
ledership, thus causing them to progressively weaken and
decrease.
However, do not casually declare them illegal and
avoid making the believing masses antagonistic.
Towards
protestant activities one may not take a laissez-faire
a.ttitude ooor "hE~a.r nothing do nothin';l," nO'I- ma."y' one I::?ngi::\.;:je in
the repressive measures of administrative orders or rough
handling.
We must guide them through firm persuasive
education and energetically win them over.
This is the only
C01-1-ec t method.
5.

How should one work vis-a-vis believing masses?

That the masses believe in Protestant Christianity can
only be a question of individual belief.
But why have they
expanded so rapidly in the past two or three years?
When we
look for the causes, we see they are manifold.
The most
important is the severe destruction and disruption by Lin
E: i ~~.Ct a )id t [-II::?! II (-3.ail,] 0 -r i=-o I...l.i-· II
.So [ne p eo pIe, bee a.u.se D-f i 11 Y-!e-:::·s
or depression, ended up with a mental vacuum, so they found
mental sustenance and pleasur~ through believing in religion.
They have taken religious preaching as norms for their
personal behavior and have accepted Christianity through the
fraudulent propaganda of the petty leaders.
The vast
majority of them are working masses.
For these people, on
the one hand, one must energetically conduct political and
ideological education on the four basic insistences as well
as scientific and cultural education.
With boldness and
a.sS;J...i.r-,3nce on>:':! iiil...lS;t pc.s.:i.ti\/l?ly C]I...1.ic:\e thi:::! masse:::;, eS1JI:2ci.".:!.11y
the believing masses, by providing atheistic education and
u

6.

Can party members believe in religion Dr not?

. ND members of the Chinese Communist Party Dr of the
Chinese Communist Youth League may believe in religion.
Party
members who have participated in religious activities must go
through criticism and analysis sessions with party members so
that they can self-consciously throw off the influence of
religious thought.
Those who are firm over a long
period and will not change must be persuaded to resign from
the party and/or league, or otherwise be expelled from them.
Cadres, staff, and teachers may not participate in or support
religous activities.
As for those who use the power of
office to instigate religious activities, they must be
seriously dealt with.
7.

How must one act toward religious personnel?

Toward religious workers, one must continue to carry out
the guiding principles of unification, education, and reform.
In the case of influential figures, one must make political
arrangements for them, show confidence in their work, and
take care of their affairs of life.
As for ordinary
religious workers, one may give them the necessary assistance
and subsidy according to relevant documents and regulation.
Frequently one must teach them to be patriotic and
law-abiding, to hold fast to the policy of handling religions
by thE' "Thl-ee-Self·s," -3.nd to Y-E"!sis.t c,uts.idE' irl-filtr-3.tion
firmly.
As for the Three-Self Patriotic Organization, one must
bring their function into full play.
As for the petty
leaders who arrange the meeting places, one must meet with
them at regular intervals, educate them on the legal system,
communicate government policy, clarify their orientation,
positively lead them, and urge them to increase their
knowledge, to be patriotic and law-abiding, and not to engage
in illegal activities.
The kind of thinking which wants only
freedom and no controls in mistaken.
As for the minority who
must be educated by criticism, and everyone else whose bad
conduct produces bad results must be ~everely dealt with
after ascertaining the real situation.
8.
In what way can one fully and correctly implement
the policy on religion?
To work with religions correctly is extremely important.
It is related to the basic benefits received from political
stability, economic adjustment, and the establishment of the
Four Modernizations.
It is an integral part of the Party's
whole work.
The implementation of the Party's policy on
religion must not be mistakenly construed as supporting
'1-i:01 i(]io'c'!"
It is precisely the opposite - it is to weaken
·,-(?l i,] :·Lon"
Whether the religious policy can be thorougly

.....

T
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implemented or not depends on the one hand on whether the
large believing masses have been united or not, and on the
other hand on whether Dr not it has contributed to the
weakening of the force and influence of religion.
To strengthen the leadership and control of the basiclevel party committee over religious work is the key to
working with Protestant Christianity correctly.
A special
task force on religious work must be formed in districts,
communes, and neighborhood residence committees where there
are Christian activities.
To these task forces cadres who
work in the areas of propaganda, public security, youth, and
women must be attracted, with a party vice-secretary as the
head of each force.
This arrangement produces better results
than simply allowing comrades in the public security or
propaganda departments to run the whole work.
If only we can
strengthen our leadership, and accomplish our work, the
chaotic situation of Christianity will be overcome, and the
churches will be set straight on a patriotic and law-abiding
track.
This will greatly benefit the gradual reduction and
weakenening of the strength and influence of religion, and the
unification of the large believing masses in the service of the
Four !"1oderrliz.3.tions.
U:;pril 2., 198E~)
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APPENDIX E
CHURCH GROWTH IN CHINA -- PLAYING THE
NUMBERS GAME*
No one told the Holy Spirit that Christianity cannot flourish
in an environment dominated by an atheistic ideology.
So, when
missionaries were forced to leaved China after the communist
revolution, God stayed on.
And in the following 40 years, he did
some remarkable things.
Sorrowful missionaries departing China in the waning
years of the 1940's left behind some 7000,000 Protestant
believers -- the fruit of more than a century of labor.
In the years that followed, the tiny Christian minority was
buffeted from every side.
Their leaders were imprisioned or
killed, their churches closed, their Bibles destroyed, their
children re-educated.
They were ridiculed, beaten, threatened.
Many lost their jobs, their educational opportunities, their
homes.
Some even lost their lives.
When at last China's doors began once again to open, anxious
Christians from outside entered the country to see whether a
faithful remnant remained.
What they found was a vibrant, growing
church many times the size of that left behind by the
missionaries.
Since then, the 15 years of on-again-oTT-again tolerance
toward the practice of religion the church has continued to
flourish.
Todav, no observer disputes the fact that the church in
China has grown remarkably -- despite its communist environment.
What is hotly contested is the actual number of Protestant
believers in China.
Estimates range from less than four million
to over 100 million.
In fact, no none knows how many Chinese
Christians there actually are today.
Statistics are compiled
from reports of church leaders throughout China.
Some groups
carefully cross-check information, comparing data from a variety
of sources.
Others may take information from trusted sources at
face value.
Why does it matter whether we believe there are four million
or 100 million Christians in China? No matter which figure we
take, when it is compared with China's billion-plus popUlation,
the number of non-Christians is staggering.
Although i t is
obvious God has done great things in China, it is equally obvious
a large task remains.

III

Yet, many Christian China watchers believe the numbers
are critically important.
The smaller numbers invariably are
stated publically be representatives of China'S
officially-recognized China Chrisitan Council and the
Three-Self Patriotic Movement (TSPM), a government-mandated
organization that deals with church affairs.
The top Protestant leader in China is Bishop K. H. Ting,
who is president of the China Christian Council and chairman
of the national committee of the TSPM.
He estimates the
number of baptised Protestants is close to four million, and
he lel.b:=:lc:; as II 1...I.nt'l-ue II the rE:pol-·ts o-f 50 mi 11 ion c,,- mOl-e
Protestants not related to the China Christian Council.
The o1",ly people not i-elated to the CCC a.rf.-? "sca.ttel-ed sm·;::..ll
gi-oUpS that ~.H? ca'-II' t ·I-ea.ch, II
Bishop Ti'lIg told me l-ece·lItly.
He
cited the large size of the country and geographical distances as
the only reason for the existence of Christian groups not
associa.ted with the CCC.
"Thel-e is nc' theolo(;Jica.l 01- political
gl-ound fOl- the e:.~iste1"lCe of tl,'.JCi groupS, II he sa.id.
Yet, most China watchers say it is these kinds of differences
that account for the existence of an independent house church
movement that far outnumbers churches associated with the CCC.
Jonathan Chao, founder and director of the Chinese Church
Research Center of Hong Kong, estimates there are 200,000 to
300,000 i 'lIdepend:=:nt hous'2 chu·l-ches.
"Th i s· is about 95 p'2rcent e,f
the Christi,3.n poplula.tion oi~ Chin.;::..,"
r'le s-=:'.id.
Ch-=:lo believes
there are at least 50 million Protestant Christians in China
today.
" I ndepe::ndE:nt house chu.i-che·:; refuse to jO iI, (the gov:=:'!-nm:=:ntauthorized TSPM) in order to keep their freedom of conscience .not
to submit to the state in church affairs and to have freedom to
p"1-e.;::..ch the f.;)ospE?l a.s they \A)ish, II
Cha.o sa.id.
However, Chao and others sympathetic to the independent house
church movement readily admit that most churches and house
churches associated with the TSPM would be considered evangelical.
Most, however, must agree to some restrictions concerning
evangelism and church policy.
But the bottom line for Christian China watchers is that the
independent house church movement exists as a vital, growing body
that comprises the majority of the church in China.
David Wand,
executive vice-president, Asian Outreach International, Ltd.,
believes Bishop Ting denies the existence of th0 independent house
churches "because the government would have less and less
confidence in the TSPM, since they are not controlling that many
gy-oup~:;.

"

Others, like former China missionary David Adeney, warn
that Christians outside China must beware giving unqualified
support to the TSPM at the expense of the millions who attend
unregistered churches.
Adeney, who is now a
minister-at-large with Overseas Missionary Fellowship, said
full acceptance of the TSPM would make it easier for the
government to put pressure on the independent house churches.
How many Chrisitans are there in China? Estimates abound.
One thing is sure.
God continues to build his church in China.

*
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